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Matters noted in this report are those which came to our attention during the conduct of an audit of the internal controls and
management processes in Muintir na Tíre (MnT). The Audit also reviewed allegations made in an anonymous letter received
by the Minister for Justice and Equality in November 2018, and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all issues
that exist, or all actions that might be taken.
This report is solely for the attention of the relevant individual(s) and/or line Division(s) in the Department of Justice and
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The audit also examined specific allegations made in an anonymous letter to the Department
in November 2018.
2.2

Audit Methodology
 In a letter we advised the CEO of Muintir na Tíre that an audit would be carried out and
listed the areas that were to be examined;
 We conducted an opening meeting to discuss the audit process and clarify any issues;
 We were on site for the week commencing 29 April 2019 and met with staff and the
Chief Executive Officer;
 We discussed the processes and controls in place with management and staff to identify
and evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls in place;
 We documented the control environment in line with the agreed audit objectives;
 We reviewed relevant documentation, policies and procedures as required;
 We carried out audit tests to assess the adequacy and effectiveness of controls;
 We reviewed compliance with good governance practice;
 We provided updates to management throughout the audit;
 We reviewed the allegations made in the anonymous letter;
 We conducted a close out meeting with the Chief Executive Officer and the President
of MnT to discuss audit findings and potential recommendations and to verify the
accuracy of the information we were provided;
 We issued a draft report to management setting out our findings and recommendations
and clarified the factual accuracy of the findings with MnT;
 Following representations from MnT, audit reviewed progress on the implementation
of a number of recommendations. This work was carried out in January 2020;
 Following the work carried out in January 2020 an updated Draft Report was issued to
management setting out our findings and recommendations;
 Upon receipt of management responses, we issued a final audit report which will also
be circulated to the appropriate Policy Division in the Department.

Sample Transactions
A sample of transactions were reviewed to determine the adequacy and effectiveness of the
financial controls in place during the audit period 01 January 2017 to 31 March 2019, as
follows:
1. Audit reviewed a sample of 42 rebates with a value of €7,768 (10.5% of the total
number of 398 rebates made in 2018). This represents 6.9% of the total value of rebate
payments €112,489, (including €7,800 administration fee) issued to Community Text
Alert Groups in 2018. Audit reviewed a sample of 41 rebates with a value of €7,793
(9.3% of the total number of 441 rebates made in 2017). This represents 6.2% of the
total value of rebate payments €124,924, (including €7,800 administration fee) issued
in 2017 to Community Text Alert Groups.
Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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2. Audit reviewed a sample of 14 Travel and Subsistence transactions (10.8% of sample
population) from a total population of 129 claims made during the audit period. The
sample of transactions tested was valued at €13,122.55 which represents 18.3% of the
total value of transactions totalling €71,663. Subsequently, in January 2020 a small
number of T&S claims and supplier payments were reviewed to verify if controls had
been strengthened.
3. Audit reviewed a sample of eight bank reconciliation reports relating to 3 months of the
audit period (December 2017, July 2018 and February 2019).
4.

5. Audit reviewed the MnT Risk Management Policy (introduced in 2019) and Risk
Register to gain a view of risk management practices in the organisation and determine
the risks that face MnT and their corresponding impact or risk rating.
6. Audit reviewed the payroll from 01 January 2017 to 31 March 2019 to determine
whether payments made to MnT employees were in line with the funding agreed
between MnT and the Department of Justice and Equality. Subsequently, in January
2020 payroll costs from September to December 2019 were reviewed to verify if
controls had been strengthened.
7. Audit reviewed the funding application forms submitted by MnT to the Department of
Justice and Equality in 2017, 2018 and 2019 and reviewed MnT bank records to
determine what level of funding was requested and paid.

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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2.3

Detailed Findings

2.3.1 Completion of management and final accounts for audit
Audit Objectives To ensure that accounts are audited and accurately reflect funding received
from the Department of Justice and Equality, and to determine whether the Board are provided
with management and final accounts in an adequate and frequent manner.
Findings
MnT’s external auditors are appointed / reappointed by the members of MnT at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM). Noonan O’Cinneide and Company are MnT’s current external
auditors, and have been since 2000. They audit the annual accounts which are then presented
by the CEO to the Board, usually in Quarter 2 of the following year. The CEO indicated that
he would present the 2018 annual audited accounts to the Board at the June 2019 Board
meeting. Audit is satisfied that the final audited accounts are audited in line with audit
requirements and presented to the Board.
Audit noted that the Board received high level information in the Management Accounts and
that this should be more granular. Audit noted that the CEO presents management accounts to
the Board annually i.e. once in 2017 and once in 2018. The detail and frequency of management
accounts presented to the Board should be improved to provide the Board with the requisite
oversight and understanding of the financial position of MnT throughout the year.
The CEO provides a brief financial update to the Board at each Board meeting e.g. “grant
funding received for the period was as expected” but usually the Board receives reports only
by exception i.e. where unusual items of expenditure or receipts arise. The CEO presents one
set of annual management accounts to the Board for each year during the first or second Board
meeting of the following year. This is a high-level income-and-expenditure report based on
transactions in the cloud based accounting system.

Recommendation
R1: Audit recommends that the Board is provided with management accounts outlining budget
versus actual figures. This should be no less than once per quarter and the information provided
must be comprehensive and in a suitable format (High Priority).
Follow up review January 2020:
Audit noted that this recommendation was expected to be implemented in Quarter 1 2020. The
CEO indicated that a new reporting template would be implemented in Quarter 1 2020 and
that the template would provide greater detail to the Board.
Status as at July 2020: The recommendation is considered implemented √
Audit can verify that the management accounts for Q1 2020 were presented to the Board on
15th May 2020 and that the report provided greater detail including budget versus actual
information.

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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Audit considers it is not good practice that only the CEO has access to processing online
banking payments. This represents a lack of segregation of duties as the CEO may also order
goods and services and approve payments.
Bank Reconciliations:
The administrative staff member has access to MnT’s accounting software package to record
receipts and expenses. She is responsible for receiving bank statements and reconciling them
to the accounting system on a monthly basis. The CEO then reviews all bank reconciliations
and evidences his review by signing the bank reconciliation reports.
Test 1:
 Audit reviewed bank reconciliations for 3 months of the audit period (December 2017,
July 2018 and February 2019) to ensure that all income and expenditure per the
accounting system could be matched to the bank statements.
 Bank reconciliation reports for the relevant months were reviewed to ensure that the
values per the accounting system reconciliation agreed to the values per the bank
statements. No issues were identified.
 Audit confirmed that all bank reconciliation reports tested were reviewed and signed
off by the CEO.
No issues were noted.
New Bank Accounts:
MnT opened a new bank account on 29th April 2019 to facilitate the funding and payment of
salaries. Funds from each of the funding streams will be transferred to this account and all
salary payments will be made from this account.
As documented by a Board resolution, the opening of any bank accounts requires two
signatories – the Chairperson and another Board Member.
Petty Cash is not used in the organisation.
Recommendations
R2: Audit recommends that two signatories should be required to sign all cheques
(Medium Priority).
Follow up review January 2020: The recommendation is considered implemented √
Audit noted in January 2020 that MnT has addressed this matter and that the Bank Mandate
has been amended so that two signatories are now required to effect any payments or transfer
of funds. The online banking system now requires 1 person to enter transactions and a different
person to approve the transaction. The cheque book now has 2 signatories in line with the audit
recommendation. This recommendation is considered to have been completed.
R3: Audit recommends that sufficient segregation of duties should be introduced to the
purchases and payments process such that the person who orders goods and services does not
receive them, review invoices and process payments – this includes adding a second person to
the role of payments authoriser in the online banking system (Medium Priority).
Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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Follow up review January 2020 – The recommendation is considered implemented √
Audit notes that as per recommendation 2 the Bank Mandate has been amended and so there
are now two payment authorisers required in the online banking system. This recommendation
is considered to have been completed
2.3.3 Budgetary Control
Audit Objectives To ensure that sufficient budgetary control is in place, including the setting
of a budget, presentation at Board Meeting for agreement and that the Board receive adequate
financial information to compare actual income and expenditure to agreed budget.
Findings
An overall annual budget does not exist for MnT. The CEO sets high-level budgets for each of
the funding streams; he lists the overall funding expected from the Department and expected
costs analysed across salaries, travel and subsistence and office suppliers. Budgets are not
profiled on a monthly or quarterly basis as the CEO stated costs are similar and recur monthto-month. Audit considers that the budgetary controls in place in MnT were not sufficient.
Agreeing Budgets:
MnT agree budgets informally with the Department of Justice and Equality (and other funding
Departments) with the CEO stating that the DJE’s decision to award funding being their
‘approval’ of the budget. In their funding application, MnT report summary pay and non-pay
costs to the Department.
Budgetary Review:
Actual expenditure and income is not formally reviewed against budgets. The CEO stated that
as he processes all payments, he informally reviews payments against budgets on a monthly
basis. The Board does not review periodic reports on budgets and actual outturn results. As
funding and costs are generally recurrent month-on-month, the CEO stated a formal review of
budget against actual expenditure and receipts is unnecessary as variances are unlikely to occur.
In instances where a large variance from budget may arise, e.g. in the case of additional funding
being received, the CEO will inform the Board at the next Board meeting.
Recommendation
R4: Audit recommend that a detailed overall budget should be drafted annually, presented to
the Board for approval and quarterly reviews of actual income and expenditure against budget
should be presented to the Board (Medium Priority).
Follow up review January 2020:
Audit notes that a Draft Budget for 2020 was being prepared and that it will incorporate a
quarterly review of actual income and expenditure against budget and the report will be
provided to the Board. The CEO provided a template of the proposed budget format and it is
in line with good practice.
Status July 2020 – The recommendation is considered implemented √

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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Audit can confirm that the Budget v Actual report was presented to the Board on 15th May
2020. This included details of the actual versus budgeted income and expenditure for Q1 2020.
2.3.4 Fixed Assets
Audit Objectives To verify that sufficient controls are in place in relation to the management
of Fixed Assets including adequate safeguarding and recording.
Findings
Two assets with a total current net book value of €244,920 are included on the MnT Fixed
Asset Register (FAR). The FAR details the assets’ original value, depreciation rate and current
value. MnT’s Accounting policies detail that assets valued at €3,000 or more are capitalised
and included on the FAR. ‘Mobile Assets’ including laptops, projectors and desktop computers
are listed on a separate mobile asset register. As MnT only capitalise items over €3,000, mobile
assets are not recorded on the main asset register and are not depreciated.
Acquiring, Disposing and Accounting for Fixed Assets:
MnT has documented ‘Tangible Fixed Assets and Depreciation’ procedures in their
Accounting Policies, however the procedures need to be updated to reflect the current approach
to depreciation in MnT, and expanded to include a note on the processes and approval for the
acquisition, capitalisation, depreciation and disposal of an asset.
Audit noted no formal communication or approval between the CEO and Board when assets
with a net book value of €17,654 as at 31/12/2017 were disposed of in 2018. These Office and
Equipment furniture assets were more than 10 years old but still had a net book value because
they were subject to reducing balance depreciation rather than straight line. The CEO stated
that the actual realisable value of the assets was negligible.
The practice in MnT is to capitalise expenditure over €3,000. Audit note that the Mobile Asset
Register held in MnT acts as an additional control to the Fixed Asset Register.
Recommendations
R5: Audit recommend that a Fixed Assets policy should be implemented and formally signed
off by the Board. The policy should be reviewed every 3 years or more frequently if so required.
(Low Priority).
Follow up review January 2020: The recommendation is considered implemented √
The minutes of the Board meeting held on the 6th September 2019 state that the Fixed Asset
Policy was discussed and approved.

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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2.3.5 Governance, Risk and Internal Management
Audit Objectives To review the governance and management processes to ensure that they are
adequate and effective.

Findings
Business Planning and Risk Management:

A Risk Management Policy and Risk Register was introduced in January 2019. The policy
outlines the Board’s responsibility for risk management. The Board are responsible for
developing a risk management strategy for MnT, in conjunction with the CEO. The Risk
Register and Policy were due to be reviewed in Q1 2020.
Governance and Internal Management:
Although no specific terms of reference exists for the Board of MnT they are responsible for
policy and strategy and their position is defined by MnT’s constitution. The CEO reports to the
Board at Board meetings, of which there are approximately eight per year. The CEO is
responsible for the general management of the organisation and is supported by two
administrative staff and five CADOs to execute the Community Alert Programme (see
Organisational Chart below) and achieve the objectives outlined in the Joint Strategy for
Community Alert and the MnT Strategic Plan. A number of policies are in place to outline the
processes and internal management of MnT. Some policies are outdated and require review by
the Board4. The CEO held a separate Board meeting later in 2019 to review, update and approve
all policies.
Audit can confirm that the policies were reviewed by the Board in September 2019.

Community Alert Engagement Structure:
The Community Alert Programme is structured along 3 levels of engagement as follows:
1. Annual Steering Group Meeting: The President and CEO of MnT meet with a Chief
Superintendent, a Superintendent, and Sergeant from An Garda Síochána annually to
discuss the Strategic Plan.
2. The CEO meets with the Sergeant to discuss overall programme management.

4

For example: Health and Safety Statement and the Password Policy which are dated 25 th November 2016 and
1st July 2016 respectively.

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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3. Bimonthly the Steering Group meeting with all of CADOs. These meetings recognise
the partnership and information sharing network between MnT and AGS and work to
augment the Community Alert programme as an information sharing initiative and
partnership.
Occasionally the President and CEO of MnT meet with Garda Commissioner to discuss urgent
issues and matters of policy e.g. the Future of Community Policing.
In general, Audit are satisfied with the governance, risk and internal management of MnT.
Board meetings are evidenced and the CEO reports to the Board at each meeting. Additionally,
a Strategic Plan, Joint Strategy for Community Alert, Risk Management Policy and Risk
Register are in place.
No Recommendations were made in this area.
2.3.6 Health and Safety
Audit Objectives To review Health and Safety (H&S) controls in the organisation and
determine whether a Health and Safety Statement is in place in MnT.
Findings
A detailed H&S Statement is in place in MnT and H&S is also documented in the employee
handbook which was recently updated in 2019. The H&S statement outlines procedures
including accident reporting and reporting of illnesses to management while on sick leave.
Audit are satisfied with the Health & Safety Statement and the Health and Safety text in the
Employee Handbook. The CEO confirmed that no H&S issues were reported during the audit
period (01 January 2017 – 31 March 2019).
No Recommendations were made in this area.
2.3.7 ICT Governance, GDPR and Controls
Audit Objectives Assess how MnT is addressing the General Data Protection Regulation and
understand what ICT controls are in place.
Findings
General Data Protection Regulation
Audit submitted a GDPR questionnaire to MnT which was designed based on discussions with
the Data Protection Officer from the Department of Justice and Equality. MnT are both a Data
Processor and Data Collector.
The questionnaire covered the following six key areas of GDPR:

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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1. Appropriate Collection of Data
MnT collect and process data to provide support services to community organisations and to
promote the work of MnT.
MnT obtains consent from the data subject at the point at which personal data is collected. Data
is submitted to MnT directly, either through CAG’s submitting sign-up forms or by subscribing
to the online email marketing service platform. Application forms for linking with MnT to
create a CAG were updated to contain a link to the privacy policy on the MnT website. The
privacy policy is being updated and was due to be signed off by the end of 2019. Old mailing
lists were retained but they were transferred to the email marketing service platform which is
GDPR compliant.
2. Record of Processing Activities
GDPR ‘Article 30’ mandates that organisations document the processing activities of each
form of data in detail, from the moment it is obtained. MnT have documented a list of the data
they store (i.e. the contents: PPS Numbers, names, addresses, tax credits etc.), the purpose of
this data (payroll, HR, text alert rebate provisions), the data location (payroll system, mailing
system, BOI Banking Online, accounting system) and retention periods at a high-level in a
‘GDPR Article 30 Record’. The document details the business function using the data, the
categories of recipients of the data, a list of any third countries who may receive the data (e.g.
the email marketing service platform is a USA based mail service provider), and the rights of
the data subject in relation to each form of data.
3. Data Subject Rights
Data Subject Access Requests are received and responded to by the CEO within a period of
one month of receipt. This allows the data subject to exercise their rights in relation to accessing
their personal data, correcting inaccurate data and erasing personal data, as required.
4. Designation of Data Protection Officer
The CEO of MnT acts as the Data Protection Officer (DPO) within the organisation. He
coordinates the provision of support, assistance, advice and training within MnT to strengthen
the organisation’s position to comply with the GDPR legislation.

5. Training and Awareness
In May 2018, the CEO scheduled an in-house training event attended by all staff to provide
information and guidance on the GDPR. The CEO stated that further GDPR training is planned
for staff members and was due to be completed by the end of 2019. The staff handbook was
updated to include a note on GDPR.
6. Breach Management and Managing Public Perception
MnT’s privacy policy documents the required procedures relating to a data breach (albeit at a
high-level). The CEO should be notified of any data breaches who then notifies the Data
Protection Commissioner and affected data subjects within 72 hours. The CEO is responsible
for public relations in the event of a data breach.

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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ICT Controls
MnT use the following cloud based ICT systems:
 Accounting System – CEO, Administrative Staff Member and Secretary have access.
 Payroll system – CEO has administrative access as the primary user i.e. he can upload
and process payments. All other staff have view access i.e. can view their own payslips.
 Corporate file-storage facility – all staff have file storage access.
 Email provider – all staff have email access.
 MnT uses a cloud based ICT system. The CEO confirmed that automatic
synchronisation occurs between MnT desktops and the cloud portal, thus systems are
backed up in real time. As such, no additional back-up policy and procedure document
exists in MnT. Audit note that the restoration of data has not been tested and believe is
a control weakness, however MnT would argue that data restoration is constantly being
tested by virtue of the ICT system being cloud based.
A password policy is in place in MnT which mandates that passwords for systems are over 8
characters long, however the cloud based systems implement their own, more stringent
password requirements. Passwords must be over 12 characters in length and contain an upper
and lower-case variety of alpha, numerical and special characters.
No formal review of staff system access takes place in MnT. However, the CEO is the primary
user of all systems and has access to view log-on times and dates for each user. All other staff
members can view their own last log-on time.
ICT support staff are available to MnT through an ICT consultancy.
There is an E-mail and Internet Policy in place in MnT, but it does not outline who has access
to monitor staff e-mails and has no definition of “excessive use” of e-mail and internet.
Recommendations
At the draft report stage, Audit had included a recommendation regarding the wording of the
‘Email and Internet policy’. On subsequent discussion with the auditee, Audit were satisfied
that the current wording of the policy was adequate.
R6: The CEO and the Board of Muintir na Tire should discuss on an
annual basis the effectiveness of the organisation’s ICT security and system/ application
controls. Any weaknesses/gaps identified should be addressed promptly. (Low Priority).
Status July 2020 – The recommendation is considered implemented √
The ICT Policy was reviewed by the Board as per the minutes of 9th September 2019 meeting.
R7: Audit recommend that Data Protection, Health & Safety and other legal requirements are
considered by the Board annually (at a minimum). The CEO and the Board should be satisfied
that they comply with good practice and address any gaps identified (Low Priority).
Follow up review January 2020 – The recommendation is considered implemented √
The minutes of the Board meeting held on the 6th September 2019 state that the Data Protection
and Health & Safety Policies were discussed and approved.

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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2.3.8 Income and Debtors
Audit Objectives To ensure that effective controls exist in the areas of income and
management of Debtors.
Findings
Apart from public funding (DJE funding is dealt with later in the report), MnT’s only other
major form of income is affiliation fees received from the Community Alert Groups (CAGs)
and Community Councils (CCs).
Affiliation Fees:
The organisation requests an annual affiliation fee (€50) from CAGs (or €150 from Community
Councils) but payment may not be made if a group ceases to affiliate. Prospective CAGS are
discussed and ratified at Board meetings. Following acceptance, MnT’s Secretary uploads the
CAG’s details and their corresponding initial €50 affiliation fee to the accounting system. The
accounting system automatically generates an invoice for the new CAG and issues an invoice
for affiliation fees annually. Affiliation fees are predominantly paid by cheque, sometimes
credit transfer. If cheques are received they are recorded by the Secretary on the accounting
system and then lodged to the bank.
The Administrator issues monthly statements to the CAGs and CCs detailing whether or not a
payment was received.
The statements issued by the Administrator act as a form
of credit control, but otherwise there is no formal follow-up to collect the funding as MnT’s
primary aim is to facilitate service provision, thus their credit control procedures are not as
strict as a commercial operation would be.
Prior to year-end, the company creates a bad debt provision for all unpaid fees. The Income fee
detailed in MnT accounts represents the affiliation fees which were paid, not which are due to
be paid.
Processing Receipt of Grants:
MnT receive funding from a number of Government bodies. The 2017 Audited Accounts list
total gross income of €561,950, of which €455,154 (81%) is public funds, broken-down as
follows:
-

The Department of Health (€82,107)
The Department of Justice and Equality (€206,086)
The Department of Employment and Social Protection (€166,961).

The administrative staff member records grant payments received in the various bank accounts
on the Accounting system. The CEO receives remittance advice from DJE which he passes to
the Administrator for review. He then confirms receipt of funding to the Department. At monthend, the CEO generates a Profit & Loss statement on the accounting system to review

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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transactions. As part of this he reviews wages and salary accounts to ensure all postings came
from the payroll system, are correct and are assigned to the appropriate funding stream.
Note on Department of Justice and Equality Funding:
The Department of Justice and Equality provide funding to MnT for costs related to the
Community Text Alert Scheme, including salary costs and funding for text rebates (more
details provided in section 2.2.14 Department of Justice and Equality Funding below).

No Recommendations were made in this area
2.3.9 Payroll
Audit Objectives To determine whether sufficient controls are in place in relation to payroll
processing and payment.
Findings
The Department of Justice and Equality fund the salaries of three Community Alert
Development Officers, one Administrative staff member and 50% of the CEO’s salary.
Payroll Processing:
In 2019 the CEO had sole access to preparing and processing payroll payments on the Cloud
based payroll system. This system interfaces with the Accounting system and the online
banking system. Previously all employees were paid on a weekly basis, however this is being
phased out and new starters are paid monthly. Therefore, the CEO runs payroll on both a
monthly and weekly basis.

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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Payroll Increases:
It is normal practice to award pay increase and/or salary increments to staff in any organisation,
subject to the resources being available.
The CEO stated
the DJE’s acceptance of the grant funding application for 2018 signified their acceptance of
the increased pay rates.

Audit noted a lack of segregation of duties in the payroll process. The CEO of MnT currently
processes all staff payroll on a weekly or monthly basis. This includes processing his own
payroll. He is currently the only staff member with access to payroll processing and payment
on the payroll system.
At the time of audit fieldwork, audit note that updated contracts had been drafted and were due
to be signed.

Recommendations
R8: Audit recommends that a Board member is added to the payroll system in order to authorise
salary payments. This will create the necessary segregation of duties, in that the CEO can
process the payroll, but an independent Board Member must be part of the payment
authorisation process (High Priority).
Follow up review January 2020 – The recommendation is considered implemented √
The treasurer now authorises the Gross to Net Payroll figures prior to the processing of the
payroll. Audit notes that these changes were implemented in September 2019 and the control
is now considered to be strengthened and the recommendation completed
R9: Audit recommend that any performance based pay or increments, and pay increases should
be reflected in detail in the annual business application to funders and sanctioned by the Board
(Medium Priority).
Follow up November 2020 - The recommendation is considered implemented √
Audit have received confirmation from the Board that this process is now in place and will be
actioned when required.
2.3.10 Procurement, Purchases and Creditors
Audit Objectives To ensure that effective controls are in place over procurement, purchases
and creditors.
Findings
MnT have a limited number of suppliers and creditors (approximately 10 suppliers). Salaries
and travel expenses account for around 90% of all costs while other payments include
Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality
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electricity bills (paid via direct debit), telephone bills (manual payment) and ordering office
suppliers (bank transfer). Given the volume of purchasing of goods and services, a supplier
listing and formal procurement process are not in place.
The CEO, Administrator or Secretary may order goods and services within MnT. The
administrative staff member generally receives invoices and presents them to the CEO for his
review and informal verbal approval. Invoices are not formally marked as ‘approved’, but once
approved, the administrative staff member uploads the invoice information to the Accounting
system and creates the payment file on the banking online service. The CEO has access to
upload payment files to the online banking system but in practice he does not do this.
Either the secretary or the administrative staff member may order office supplies. The CEO is
the only one with access to setting up suppliers on the online banking system therefore he stated
that suppliers cannot be paid unless authorised by him. The CEO has control over the
processing of all payments.
Most payments are processed via online banking credit transfer. In the rare instance that
cheques are used the CEO signs the cheques (President and Treasurer of MnT Board are also
signees but in practice they do not write cheques), cheques are written in numerical sequence
and the CEO stated he does not sign blank cheques.

Community Alert Area Signs:
MnT purchase signs for many CAGs who pay i.e. signs are not funded by DJE and therefore
this is not public money. MnT did not carry out a formal tendering process to determine their
sign supplier, although the CEO placed a number of price-enquiry calls around 3 years ago to
determine best value. CAGs are not obliged to purchase signs through MnT, but it is
recommended that they do as the signs are guaranteed to be produced in the appropriate format.
The process is as follows:
 CAGs contact MnT’s Secretary to place an order.
 The Secretary contacts supplier to get a draft sign designed and requests an invoice.
 Image of draft sign and invoice sent to the CAG.
 The CAG pays MnT.
 The Secretary places an order with the supplier.
 The Supplier issues the signs directly to the CAG and notifies MnT’s Secretary.
 Supplier invoices MnT. MnT only pays the supplier after payment has been received
from the CAG.
 The Secretary attaches the receipt of payment from the CAG to the invoice from the
supplier and passes to the Administrator who reviews the information and then prepares
and uploads the payment file.
 The CEO reviews the payment to be made to the sign supplier on the online banking
system before processing payment.
For all payments; once invoices are received, reviewed and uploaded to the Accounting system
the Administrator writes the accounting system name on the invoice to evidence that they have
been uploaded to the financial management system. The accounting system then displays
whether or not the invoices have been paid.
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Test 1:
Audit reviewed a sample of 14 Travel and Subsistence transactions (10.8% of sample
population) from a total population of 129 claims made during the audit period. The sample
of transactions tested was valued at €13,122.55 which represents 18.3% of the total value of
transactions totalling €71,663.
 For one T&S claim totalling
audit noted that a receipt was not provided for
one subsistence cost of €40.05. Audit noted this was a small amount and immaterial
overall given all other elements of the claims were correct. In all other instances T&S
claims has supporting receipts.
 All T&S claim forms were signed by the claimant, the administrative staff member and
the approver.
 The CEO’s T&S claims can be paid in advance of approval by the Chair of MnT.
Subsequently, in January 2020 a small number of T&S claims and supplier payments were
reviewed to verify if controls had been strengthened.
Recommendations
R11: Audit recommends that all expense claims should be reviewed and approved before
payment is made. No staff member (including the CEO) should be able to process and pay their
own T&S claims (or any other form of payment). The Board should receive annual reports on
T&S by claimant. (High Priority).
Follow up review January 2020
Audit notes that this recommendation has been partially implemented. The Treasurer now
approves both T&S and Payroll before payment is made.
Status July 2020 – The recommendation is considered implemented √
Audit can confirm that an expenses summary report outlining the total T&S paid to employees
and board members in 2019, was presented to the Board on the 15th May 2020.
R12: Audit recommends that all T&S costs should be claimed within a period of 3 months of
incurring the expense (Low Priority).
Follow up review January 2020 – The recommendation is considered implemented √
Audit can confirm that T&S claims are authorised within 3 months of incurring an expense.
This recommendation is considered to have been completed.
2.3.12 Legal cases ongoing
Audit Objectives To determine whether MnT were engaged in, or are currently engaged in
any legal cases.
Findings
Muintir na Tíre were involved in two legal cases in 2019. Both cases were taken to the
Workplace Relations Commission (WRC). MnT took advice from their HR consultants in
relation to both cases and are now appealing WRC rulings in the Labour Court. The cases are
not connected. Both are live cases therefore Audit cannot comment further.
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a. Receipts were provided for all costs8. No issues noted.
2.

2017 – Audit reviewed a sample of 41 rebates with a value of €7,793 (9.3% of the
total number of 441 rebates made in 2017). This represents 6.2% of the total value of
rebate payments €124,924, (including €7,800 administration fee) issued in 2017 to
Community Text Alert Groups
a. Audit noted 2 instances where MnT paid a rebate to a CTAG without a receipt.
Total value of receipted payments was €223. MnT noted that the CTAGs had paid
for these costs before they ceased trading. This was accepted by Audit,
see further explanation on
below. At times, affiliation costs were
repaid to CTAGs without receipts.

As noted above, the CTAGs must provide evidence of payment for text costs before the DJE /
MnT will pay a rebate, however there was an exception to this in 2017.
MnT bought
in 2017 when the company
intended to close as, given the volume of groups aligned to
, MnT viewed their
potential closure as detrimental to the CTAS. While in operation, CTAGs could download
monthly invoices from
detailing the credit paid into their accounts and text costs.
However, any CTAG which had not downloaded invoices before
was purchased by MnT could not retrospectively access them. This caused difficulties for the
groups to evidence the text costs for 2017. As such, MnT decided to pay rebates to groups
either based on the credit they had paid into their accounts throughout the year as evidenced by
the invoices, or based on the balance of their account when
was
bought by MnT – whichever the groups could evidence.
From 2018 onwards MnT’s policy is to pay rebates to groups based on credit loaded to their
SMS provider accounts (or based on receipted credit purchased in shops). Receipts must be
provided.
No Recommendations were made in this area.
2.3.14 Department of Justice Funding
Audit Objectives To determine whether sufficient controls are in place around the funding
received from the Department of Justice and Equality and that it is used for the purposes
intended.

With the exception of €50 rebate for Affiliation fees: CAGs pay this fee to MnT. Receipts may not always be
available to hand when CAGs submit their claim to MnT for reimbursement of this cost. MnT track payment of
affiliation fees in an excel spreadsheet. Before allocating a €50 non-receipted rebate to a CAG, the Secretary of
MnT checks the spreadsheet to determine whether or not affiliation fees were paid to MnT by a CAG. Where
the CAG paid the Affiliation fee, MnT reimburses the cost to them with DJE funding.
8
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Funding Increases:
In 2018, in addition to the rolled-forward request of €206,086 from 2017, the CEO of MnT
sought additional funding from the Department totalling €31,798. His request was broken down
as follows:
 €6,431 to replace obsolete training and IT equipment.

pay increase (documented in more detail below).

funding requested to cover 100% of the Administrative staff member salary
(Departmental originally covered 50% of the payroll costs for the administrative staff
member.
 €6,000 additional funding for T&S.
In June 2018, the Department approved the additional funding request, with the exception of
€6,000 for additional T&S expenses. The Department agreed to provide MnT with an
additional €25,800, bringing the total approved funding for 2018 to €231,886.
In September 2018, the CEO of MnT submitted a proposal to DJE detailing additional projects
(e.g. providing encrypted USB keys to CAGs, replacing non-compliant Text Alert Area signs)
for which an additional €25,000 worth of funding could cover. The Department received this
request and approved the additional payment on 17 October 2018, thus DJE approved funds
totalled €256,886. Funding of €256,88410 was paid to MnT in 2018 along with the text rebate
funds of €124,924 due for 2017. This brought the total value of funding paid to MnT by DJE
in 2018 to €381,80811.
Pay Increase:
The CEO of MnT contacted DJE seeking a pay increase for staff. The management of pay is a
routine function of personnel management practices and the pay increases are considered
reasonable overall. The CEO stated that salaries in the organisation had not increased in line
with civil service increments for many years.
The CEO requested a
pay increase to be paid to
. As detailed above, DJE
approved pay increases in June 2018. The CEO informed Audit that he had agreed with DJE
that
. The pay
increase was intended to cover the entirety of 2018 i.e. from 01 January 2018 rather than from
the approval date of 6th June 2018 thus when pay increases were processed in the payroll run
dated 30th June 2018, back-pay of the additional
pay increase
from 01 January 2018 up to that June date was paid in a lump-sum.

€2 difference from total approved funding, on account of DJE rounding of
=
€25,798 up to €25,800.
11
Audit note a €41 difference in the ‘total funding approved + 2017 rebates paid’ versus the total funding paid
to MnT. MnT incorrectly calculated a
was paid. Audit determined the €41 difference was immaterial.
10
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3

Banking and Audit recommends that sufficient
Petty Cash
segregation of duties should be
introduced to the purchases and
payments process such that the
person who orders goods and
services does not receive them,
review invoices and process
payments – this includes adding a
second person to the role of
payments authoriser in the online
banking system (Medium Priority).

Internal Audit Unit
Department of Justice & Equality

will approve payments. However, the
gross to net payroll report will be
signed by the Treasurer or, in his
absence, the President, prior to
payment. Note this payroll account is
funded by transfers from other
operating accounts and these transfers
will be subject to the usual two
signatories, thus providing overall
control.
We receive less than two invoices per 31 July 2019
week, mainly for recurring utility
payments. These invoices have been
informally approved by two parties.
However, all invoices now have at
least two approval signatures. One for
the person who received the
goods/services, and one approving the
invoice. Payments will be controlled as
per 2 above.

High
Priority
recommendation as at time
of initial fieldwork (April
2019).
Reduced
to
Medium Priority following
receipt of updated banking
mandate and confirmation
of its implementation from
Bank
of
Ireland
(06/11/2019).
The
Treasurer,
Office
Administrator, and Office
Secretary
are
now
authorised signatories on
the bank account, along
with the CEO (who
previously was the sole
signatory).
Recommendation
now
implemented
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4

Budgetary
Control

5

Fixed Assets

6

7

Audit recommend that a detailed
overall budget should be drafted
annually, presented to the Board for
approval and quarterly reviews of
actual income and expenditure
against budget should be presented
to the Board (Medium Priority).

Audit recommend that a Fixed
Assets policy should be implemented
and formally signed off by the
Board. The policy should be
reviewed every 3 years or more
frequently
if
so
required
(Low Priority).
ICT
The CEO and the Board of Muintir
Governance, na Tir should discuss on an
GDPR and annual basis the effectiveness of
Controls
the organisation’s ICT security
and system/ application controls.
Any weaknesses/gaps identified
should be addressed promptly
(Low Priority).
ICT
Audit recommend that Data
Governance, Protection, Health & Safety and
GDPR and other legal requirements are
Controls
considered by the Board annually (at
a minimum). The CEO and the
Board should be satisfied that they
comply
with
good
practice
(Low Priority).
Internal Audit Unit
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To date budgets have been prepared for 01
January
each funding stream. Commencing 2020
with the year beginning 1 January 2020
this will be consolidated into an overall
annual budget. This will be reviewed
by the Board and compared to
quarterly management accounts as per
1 above.
The organisation already has a Fixed 31 July 2019
assets Policy. However, at its meeting
of 6 September 2019 this policy was
updated and approved.

Audit notes that a Draft
Budget for 2020 was
prepared and there will be
quarterly reviews of actual
income and expenditure
against
budget.
Recommendation
now
implemented
The minutes of the Board
meeting held on the 6th
September 2019 state that
the Fixed Asset Policy was
discussed and approved.
Recommendation
now
implemented
ICT controls are updated informally on 31 December Reviewed by the Board at
a regular basis. However, this policy 2019
meeting
06/09/2019.
has been added to the Board schedule
Recommendation
now
for formal review on an annual basis.
implemented
The first review took place on 6
September 2019.

These requirements are considered by 31 December
the Board on a regular basis but have 2019
now been added to a formal review
schedule.

Reviewed by the Board at
meeting 06/09/2019.
Recommendation
now
implemented
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8

Payroll

Audit recommends that a Board
member is added to the payroll
system in order to authorise salary
payments. This will create the
necessary segregation of duties, in
that the CEO can process the payroll,
but an independent Board Member
must be part of the payment
authorisation
process
(High
Priority).

Our payroll package does not facilitate 31 July 2019
the addition of an “approver” user.
However, we have implemented
additional controls so that the
Treasurer will approve the detailed
“Gross to Net” payroll listing for each
employee before payment. See 2
above.

Audit notes that the
treasurer now approves the
payroll Gross to Net details
prior to approval on the
payroll system. Audit are
satisfied
that
this
additional control will
strengthen the process and
facilitate the segregation of
duties.
Recommendation
now
implemented

9

Payroll

Audit
recommend
that
any
performance-based
pay
or
increments, and pay increases should
be reflected in detail in the annual
business application to funders and
sanctioned by the Board (Medium
Priority).

The Board is notified of all increases, 30 November
but this will be formally documented 2019
from here on in. We are happy to
comply with any requirements from
funders in terms of reporting to them.

Internal
Audit
have
received
confirmation
from the Board that this
process is in place and will
be actioned when required.
Recommendation
now
implemented

10

Procurement,
Purchases
and Creditors

Audit recommends that all invoices This has been implemented (as per 4 31 July 2019
should be formally approved and above).
signed off before payment is made
(Medium Priority).

Internal Audit Unit
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Audit can confirm that
processes are now in place
for
authorisation
of
payments
prior
to
processing.
This
recommendation
is
considered to have been
completed
Recommendation
now
implemented
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11

Travel and Audit recommends that all expense
Subsistence
claims should be reviewed and
approved before payment is made.
No staff member (including the
CEO) should be able to process and
pay their own T&S claims (or any
other form or payment). The Board
should receive annual reports on
T&S by claimant. (High Priority).

This is broadly our policy. However it 31 July 2019
is now being strictly implemented and
there have been no exceptions since the
audit date.

The
Treasurer
now
approves both T&S and
Payroll .A reports on T&S
amounts paid out to
employees and board
members was presented to
the Board in May 2020.
Recommendation
now
implemented

12

Travel and Audit recommends that all T&S
Subsistence
costs should be claimed within a
period of 3 months of incurring the
expense (Low Priority).

There were historical reasons for 31 July 2019
delays in processing claims. In recent
times, most expense claims are
submitted the month following the
occurrence.
We
have
now
implemented a maximum 3-month
limit.

Audit can confirm that
T&S claims are authorised
within 3 months of
incurring the expense.
Recommendation
now
implemented

Overall Management Comment by Muintir Na Tire:
We do not agree with the risk assessment and consider our controls were adequate for an organisation of our size and complexity. For example,
with an administration staff of two, it is very difficult to segregate our small number of invoice approval and payments four ways. However, Muintir
has always sought to be a leader in corporate governance, for example being an early full adopter of the Charities Regulator Governance Code.
With this in mind we have implemented all of the recommendations made
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9

10

11

12
13
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